
Flexible Legacy 
Decommissioning,  
built for the long-term.

Our legacy decommissioning solution makes it easy to cut ties with costly legacy 
systems, while adding value to your business-critical legacy data and empowering 
you to mitigate risk through enrichment. Your legacy data is moved to a scalable cloud 
platform, easily accessed and discovered using our purpose-built search UI. All data is 
stored in industry-standard file formats for easy extraction, and you can interconnect 
your legacy data with current data. Plus, our solution is yours to use again and again.

Maintaining legacy applications can consume over 75% 
of your organisation’s IT budget. Legacy systems and the 
data stored there also pose significant security risks.

Connect.
Using its open connector API, the Aiimi Insight Engine can connect to any systems storing 
legacy file information – from cloud BLOB storage to your data lakes or file shares.

Enrich.
Machine learning automatically enriches information, helping you derive new value  
from your legacy data – and reduce risk by pinpointing sensitive or high-risk data.

Navigate.
Put your legacy data straight back to work with our user-friendly data discovery tools.  
Your teams can search, navigate, and display enriched legacy data with ease.
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01 | BUILT ON THE AIIMI INSIGHT ENGINE

02 | WHAT YOU GET

Book a personalised demo and 
discovery session with one of 
our experts to find out how Aiimi 
makes legacy decommissioning 
fast, flexible, and valuable. 

Scan the QR Code to discover more.

BOOK YOUR DEMO

03 | FIND OUT MORE

AIIMI.COM

Reduced legacy maintenance costs deliver  
long-term value, as you re-use our solution 
whenever you want to decommission  
another system.

Our team of experts help you carry out ETL  
from legacy applications to decommission  
any line-of-business system.

Auto-enrichment powered by ML builds value 
into the decommissioning process by giving  
you new insights into your data. 

User-friendly Aiimi Insight Engine enables  
your teams to search, navigate, and display 
legacy data with ease.

Legacy data risk management is made simple 
with AI-powered tools to pinpoint and protect 
high-risk or sensitive data.

Open connector API ensures no legacy 
data is left behind, with comprehensive 
decommissioning for data and documents 
(including CSV, XML, and JSON formats). 

https://www.aiimi.com/insight-engine/legacy-decommissioning-solution#book
https://www.facebook.com/AiimiLtd/
https://twitter.com/aiimiltd
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCneq7jsJZ7Ef9YBx84_I4NA
https://www.instagram.com/aiimiltd/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aiimi/mycompany/
https://www.aiimi.com/
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